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Top Reasons to Deploy Virtual Desktops
●
●
●
●

Lower support costs
Application security
Software licensing management
System stability

Reduction of desktop support costs
The provisioning of PCs is much simpler in a virtualized environment. With traditional desktops,
administrators must test applications against multiple desktop configurations. With virtual desktops, IT can
test applications against only one environment prior to deployment and still eliminate most follow-up support
issues.
There are high cost and resource demands that come with managing a wide variety of client form
factors, multiple generations of operating systems and hundreds of applications. Some well-managed PC
environments require constant maintenance and support to repair problems and retain compliance with
corporate policy. Desktop virtualization allows for large, global companies with thousands of PCs to better
manage their clients because of the reduced dependence on specific hardware and operating system
configurations.
Application and data security improvements
The traditional PC environment must be patched and updated consistently. There is a need to mitigate viruses
and worms and cut the exposure of critical data and applications to malicious behavior from internal and
external sources. Security risks increase as more mobile devices enter the workforce. End-users reach the
internet through public and unsecured home Wi-Fi networks. Thousands of laptops are stolen every year,
which put confidential corporate data at risk.
Because virtualized environments give IT greater control over system and application provisioning and
access, it is easier to secure access rights, and in many cases, data. Desktop virtualization helps by making it
easier to decouple applications from data, which also makes it easier to de-provision access to applications.
Software licensing management
How many applications in the enterprise do you run today that you have no way of tracking? If you deliver all
corporate applications through a virtualized environment, it is easier to track software usage and licenses.
System stability and reliability
Virtual environments can help prevent application conflicts and are easier to repair when issues arise. There
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are ways to sandbox applications and prevent these conflicts. Plus, you can quickly and easily restore a PC to
a working state with a simple reboot, thereby reducing the costs associated with reimaging and redeploying
that hardware asset.
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